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Amina Mettouchi
Foundations for a typology of the annexed/
absolute state systems in Berber

Abstract: Several Berber languages are characterized by a binary system of in-
flectional marking on the noun called “states”. This study is a first step towards 
a complete analysis of the absolute vs. annexed state distinction in Berber lan-
guages. It provides a framework for a typological comparison of the systems of 
state-marking in Berber, gives an overview of their features in four Berber lan-
guages (Western Kabyle, Shawiya (Aït Frah), Wargli (Teggargrent) and Tahaggart 
(Hoggar Tuareg), and proposes typological generalizations to be tested on other 
Berber languages. 
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1 Introduction
Several Berber languages are characterized by a binary system of inflectional 
marking on the noun called “states”: annexed and absolute are the terms used 
in this paper (other terms are “état libre” and “état d’annexion” in Basset 1945, 
Galand 2010, Prasse 2010); construct and free state in Bendjaballah (2011); 
marked nominative and absolutive case in Aikhenvald (1995), and König (2006), 
(2008), absolute and integrative cases in Creissels (2006), (2009a,b). Although 
the existence of the system is well-known, and some of the contexts of use of the 
two forms have been listed for the Berber languages that have been grammati-
cally described, the only study that globally addresses the function of the opposi-
tion, in Kabyle, is Mettouchi & Frajzyngier (2013). 

This paper provides an overview of the state opposition in three other Berber 
languages, chosen for their distinct profiles regarding this opposition, in order to 
pave the way for further studies of the functional values of those systems, and the 
grammaticalization of the opposition within Berber. Section 2 describes the mor-
phology of the state distinction in various Berber languages. Section 3 provides 
an exhaustive list of contexts of use for Kabyle, the Berber language that uses the 
distinction for the highest number of contexts. Section 4 gives an overview of the 
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contexts of use in three other Berber languages. The last section synthesizes the 
overview, provides a typology of Berber languages regarding the state opposition, 
and discusses the findings. 

Berber languages are spoken in northern Africa, in a zone delimited by the 
Atlantic Ocean to the West, the Mediterranean to the North, the oasis of Siwa 
(Egypt) to the East, and the southern borders of Mali and Niger to the South. 
These languages constitute a family within the Afroasiatic phylum. Berber lan-
guages have the lexical categories noun and verb, free grammatical morphemes 
such as prepositions, relational morphemes, quantifiers, as well as bound gram-
matical morphemes such as subject and other argumental pronouns, kinship and 
possessive pronouns, and demonstratives, among others. Some Berber languages 
have high flexibility of constituent ordering (Kabyle), others are somewhat more 
rigid (Siwi). Bound subject pronouns are obligatory regardless of whether a noun 
that can be interpreted as subject is present or absent in the clause. Berber lan-
guages distinguish masculine and feminine gender and singular and plural num-
bers. These are marked on pronominal affixes and clitics to verbs, to nouns, and 
to prepositions, as well as on nouns, numerals and adjectives.

Berber languages differ mostly in their phonology, and their syntax, as well 
as in parts of their lexicon.1 Some Berber languages such as Tamasheq or Tahag-
gart differentiate between long and short vowels, whereas others, such as Kabyle 
or Wargli don’t; some like Kabyle accept various linear orders for transitive con-
structions, others such as Siwi only have AVO, while VS as well as SV are possible 
for intransitive constructions; in Kabyle a boy is aqʃiʃ, in Shilha it is afrux, in 
Tahaggart abắrad, in Siwi akubbwi.

2 Morphology of the state distinction
The Berber lexicon is based on roots, and patterns. Most roots are triconsonan-
tal, and most patterns involve vowel alternations, or consonant gemination. For 
instance, in Kabyle, the root MΓR, ‘tall, big’ is the basis for the formation of verb 
mɣur (‘become big, older’ here in the aorist mood-aspect), the adjective amqqran2 

(‘big, tall’), the noun amɣar (‘old man’), among others. 
As demonstrated by Basset (1945), the underlying form of nouns in Berber 

(which I call the “stem”) can begin with either a consonant or a vowel. The full 
noun consists of the stem plus the state marker (absolute or annexed), plus 
gender and number markers.

1 For a more complete overview of Berber languages, see Kossmann (2013).
2 Gemination of ɣ yields a stop, q.
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(1) t-i-mɣar-in 3
 f-abs.pl-old_person-f.pl
 ‘Old women’.

The form of annexed state prefixes varies across Berber languages. 

Table 1: Absolute/annexed opposition in Wargli ( amɣar  ‘old man’ and  tamɣart  ‘old woman’)

Masculine sg Masculine pl Feminine sg Feminine pl

Annexed u-mɣar i-mɣar-n t-mɣar-t t-mɣar-in
Absolute a-mɣar i-mɣar-n t-a-mɣar-t t-i-mɣar-in

Table 2: Absolute/annexed opposition in Tahaggart ( abắrad  ‘boy’ and  tabắrat  ‘girl’)

Masculine sg Masculine pl Feminine sg Feminine pl

Annexed ăbắraḍ bắraḍă-n t-ăbắra-ṭ t-bắrad-ẹn
Absolute a-bắraḍ i-bắraḍăn t-a-bắraṭ t-i-bắrad-ẹn

3 Distribution of the state distinction in Kabyle
Below is the list of contexts in which the two states occur. It is adapted from  
Mettouchi & Frajzyngier (2013). The contexts listed below will be referred to as 
ABS1, ABS2, etc. for nouns in the absolute, and as ANN1, ANN2 etc. for nouns in the 
annexed state, in order to conduct an internal comparison within Berber languages. 
Each construction is followed by an example with the relevant nouns bolded. 

3.1 Uses of the annexed state

ANN1 – The noun is coreferent to the obligatory subject affix on the verb and fol-
lows the verb, either immediately or separated from the verb by other constituents:

3 Kabyle examples are presented in the IPA transcription that includes underlying and epen-
thetic segments, with the following exceptions: pharyngealized consonants (‘emphatics’) are 
transcribed with a subscript dot. Affricates ts, dʒ and tʃ are transcribed as ƫ, ǧ and č. Examples 
in other Berber languages are reproduced in the transcription chosen by the authors of those 
references. All interlinear glosses are by Amina Mettouchi.
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(2) tə-mmut t-qʃiʃ-t 
 sbj3sgf-die.pfv f-child[ann]-f
 ‘The girl died.’

ANN2 – The verb has an absolutive clitic to which the postverbal noun is corefer-
ent. Depending on whether this absolutive morpheme is cliticized to a verb, or to 
non-verbal elements, it is interpreted as (3) coreferent object, or argument of (4) 
presentative, (5) assessment, (6) absence, (7) superlative predications:

(3) t-ufa d a-mʃiʃ n wə-drar 
 sbj3sg.f-find.pfv cop abs.sg-cat gen ann.m-mountain 
 i=t i-zədγ-ən /4 wə-xxam-nni 
 rel=absv3sg.m relsbj-inhabit.pfv-relsbj ann.m-house-anaph 
 ‘She found it was the Mountain Cat who inhabited it, the house.’

(4) ha-tt-a t-buʃ-t t-a-jfus-t 
 pres-3f.sg-prox f-breast[ann]-f f-abs.sg-right-f
 ‘Here is my right breast.’

(5) d lʕali=tt t-qʃiʃt-agi
 cop good=3.sg.f f-child[ann]-prox
 ‘This girl is a good person.’

(6) ulaʃ=it wə-qʃiʃ
 exneg=3.sg.m ann.m-child
 ‘The boy is not (t)here.’

(7) aʃk=itt tə-ksiw-t-agi
 extraordinary=3.sg.f f-dress[ann]-f-prox
 ‘This dress is exquisite.’

ANN3 – A nominal argument of the verb has a kinship or possessive suffix, to 
which the postverbal noun is coreferent

(8) t-ṛuħ jəmma-tsənt  / tə-qʃiʃ-in-nni
 sbj3sg.f-go.pfv mother[ann]-kin3pl.f f-child[ann]-pl.f-anaph
 ‘Their mother left, those girls’

4 This slash indicates the presence of a minor prosodic boundary, whose equivalent in the trans-
lation is a comma.
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ANN4 – The predicate is nominal, introduced by copula d, and the noun is its 
argument, and follows the predicate:

(9) d t-a-gugam-t t-qʃiʃ-t-nni
 cop f-abs.sg-mute-f f-child[ann]-f=anaph 
 ‘That girl is/was mute.’

ANN5 – After most prepositions: g stative locative ‘at, in’; d associative ‘with’; 
n genitive ‘of’; ɣr directional ‘to’; ɣur human locative ‘to’; am similar ‘like’; s 
instrumental ‘with’;  ɣf  locative ‘on’;  gər  ‘among’;  dg/di  locative ‘within’;  sg/si   
directional ‘from’;  snnig  ‘above’;  sddaw  ‘under’,  zzat  ‘in front of’;  sdəffir  ‘behind’

(10) t-a-məṭṭu-t-nni n baba-tsənt
 f-abs.sg-woman-f-anaph gen father[ann]-kin3pl.f
 ‘their father’s wife’

(11) lla-n g wə-xxam
 be.pfv-sbj3pl.m loc ann.m-house
 ‘They are in the house.’

ANN6 – After numerals from one to ten, and higher numerals ending in one to ten 
(other numerals are followed by preposition n (gen), and therefore the construc-
tion type is ANN5).

(12) jiwən w-qʃiʃ snat t-qʃiʃ-in 
 one.m ann.m-child two.f F-child-f.pl
 ‘a son and two daughters’

ANN7 – After relational morphemes such as bu (m) or m (f) ‘possessor of’/ 
‘characterized by’, wə, ‘son of’, at ‘descendents of’, sut ‘female members of’:

(13) bu t-ħanu-ţ
 possessor.m f-shop[ann]-f
 ‘the owner of the shop’

3.2 Uses of the absolute state

ABS1 – The noun is used in citation form

(14) a-ksum
 abs.sg-meat
 ‘meat’
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ABS2 – The noun is used as a vocative, preceded by the particle a (before nouns 
beginning with a consonant) or aj (before nouns beginning with a vowel):

(15) aj a-rgaz!
 voc abs.sg-man!
 ‘Hey man!’

ABS3 – The noun is the nominal predicate of a nonverbal clause:

(16) d a-rgaz
 cop abs.sg-man
 ‘He/it is a man.’

ABS4 – The noun is the direct object of the verb and the verb has no absolutive 
clitic:

(17) i-sʕa t-a-qədʕi-t
 sbj3sgm-possess.pfv f-abs.sg-herd-f
 ‘He had a herd.’

ABS5 – The noun precedes the verb or any predicate, regardless of its grammati-
cal relation or function:

(18) a-mʃiʃ jə-wwi=jaɣ=idd ar dagi 
 abs.sg-cat sbj3sg.m-bring.pfv=absv1pl=prox to here 
 ‘The cat brought us here.’

(19) a-zdduz-nni jə-ttawi=t u-bəħri 
 abs.sg-stick-anaph sbj3sg.m-take.ipfv=absv3sg.m ann.m-wind 
 ‘(As for) the stick, the wind was moving it.’

(20) t-a-qʃiʃ-t-nni d t-a-gugam-t
 f-abs.sg-child-f-anaph cop f-abs.sg-mute-f
 ‘That girl is/was mute.’

ABS6 – The noun is an attributive modifier of a preceding noun:

(21) ad=tt i-səw wə-bruʃ a-mʃum 
 pot=absv3sg.f sbj3sg.m-drink.aor ann.m-creature abs.sg-cunning 
 ‘The cunning creature will drink it.’
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ABS7 – The noun is the single argument of a negative existential predicate that 
bears no absolutive clitic, and follows the predicate:

(22) ulaʃ aman 
 exneg water[abs].pl
 ‘There is no water.’

ABS8 – The noun is the complement of the following prepositions: bla dissocia-
tive ‘without’; siwa exclusive ‘except’; ar exclusive ‘except’; ‘until’; s directional 
(adverbial) ‘to’.

(23) ar t-a-məddit
 until f-abs.sg-evening
 ‘See you this evening.’

(24) yə-wwi=kəm s a-drar
 3.m.sg-bring.pfv-acc2sg.f to abs.sg-mountain
 ‘He (our father) took you to the mountains.’ 

ABS9 – The noun is an adverb, regardless of its position in the clause:

(25) azəkka-nni t-uɣal=dd
 tomorrow.abs-anaph sbj3sg.f-come_back.pfv=prox
 ‘The following day she came back’.

From this list of contexts, Mettouchi & Frajzyngier (2013) argue that in Kabyle, the 
annexed state 

provides the value (in the logical sense) for the variable of the function grammaticalized in 
a preceding constituent. A grammaticalized function is a function that is represented by a 
morpheme, which may be affixal (bound pronouns, gender-number makers) or non-affixal 
(prepositions, relational morphemes). A function is grammaticalized when it is coded by 
some grammatical marker. (Mettouchi & Frajzyngier 2013: 2). 

The absolute state “is the default form of the noun and does not carry any specific 
function.” (Mettouchi & Frajzyngier 2013: 2). 

This characterization of the state opposition is valid for Kabyle, the question 
being whether it is also valid for other Berber languages.
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4 The state distinction in other Berber languages
Whereas in most grammars it is possible to find morphological information about 
the state distinction when the language has one, no exhaustive list of environ-
ments is usually provided. It is therefore necessary to supplement the informa-
tion scattered in the various chapters (prepositions, grammatical relations, etc.) 
by a study of texts. 

4.1  Tahaggart (Hoggar Tuareg, Southern Berber, Algeria)

Foucauld (1920: 22–32) provides the following contexts for the annexed state: 

ANN1 – when the noun is subject and placed after the verb,

(26) inkĕd i tlemîn, issĕsten akli, 
 sbj3sg.m.move.pfv dir camel.ann.f.pl, sbj3sg.m.ask.pfv slave.abs, 
 innă-hâs ĕkli: “. . .”
 sbj3sg.m.say.pfv-dat3sg slave.ann 
 ‘He went to the camels, and questioned a slave. The slave told him “. . .” ’ 
    [Foucauld 1984 [1922]: 261] 

ANN5 – when the noun comes directly after the following prepositions: berin (‘to-
wards’, ‘from’), d (‘with’, ‘and’), aked (‘also’), denneġ (‘above’), dăou (‘under’), 
daṛ (‘in’, ‘within’), dât (‘in front of’), ḍeffer (‘behind’, ‘after’), foull (‘on’, ‘for’), ġir 
(‘between’), i (‘to’ (dative)), n (‘of’ (genitive)), oua-n (‘from’), ṛour (‘at’ + animate), 
s (‘in’, ‘towards’, ‘through’, ‘by’),

ANN6 – when the noun is placed directly after cardinal numbers from one to 
nineteen (from twenty onwards the noun is introduced by preposition n (case 
ANN5 above),

ANN7 – when the noun comes directly after the following nouns: ăg (‘son of’), 
oult (‘daughter of’), ait, dăg (‘sons of’), kel (‘people of’),

ANN8 (a context where Kabyle has the absolute state, or uses the stem without 
state prefix)- when the noun directly follows adjective erk (‘bad’, m.sg/pl) or terk 
(‘bad’, f.sg/pl).

In other contexts, the noun is in the absolute. It is interesting to note that after 
preposition s (‘to’, ‘towards’), Foucauld (1920: 26) states that some nouns are in 
the absolute: èhoḍ ‘night’, afella ‘top’, émi ‘mouth’. This is reminiscent of the be-
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havior of nouns after directional s in Kabyle, where the absolute form indicates 
that the noun is not an instrumental (but has adverbial function): ABS8. 

When the noun coreferent to a bound pronoun is separated from the verb by 
a prosodic boundary, it is not in the annexed state as in Kabyle (ANN2) but in the 
absolute state (Foucauld 1920: 32).

When the noun is preceded by ak (‘each’), it is in the annexed state in the 
contexts where it would be in the annexed if it were on its own, and it can be in 
the annexed state or in the absolute in the other contexts (Foucauld 1920: 24).

Prepositions ar (‘until’, ‘except’), hund (‘as’, ‘like’), min, wăla and asăl (‘with-
out’) are followed by the noun in the absolute state, as in Kabyle (ABS8).

The negative existential ăba has its following argument in the absolute 
(ABS7) (Prasse 2010: 22).

In addition, texts show that some nouns with locative interpretation, un-
preceded by prepositions, appear in the absolute state. We will label this context 
ABS10.

(27) eglĕn, ekkĕn ténéré
 sbj3pl.m-depart.pfv, sbj3pl.m-go.pfv desert_plain.abs
 ‘They left and went to a desert plain’ [Foucauld 1984 [1922]: 261]

4.2  Wargli (Teggargrent) (Zenati Berber, Northern Sahara, 
Algeria)

Biarnay (1908: 172–175) only mentions the use of the annexed state after: 

ANN5 – preposition n (‘of’ genitive) and all other prepositions (Biarnay 1908: 
172–174);

ANN6 – Berber numerals one, two and three (Biarnay 1908: 175, and 188–189). 
After borrowed Arabic numerals, preposition n appears and the noun is in the 
annexed state as well, but because it follows the preposition (ANN5).

Nouns are in the absolute in the context of adjectival modification (ABS6)  
(Biarnay 1908: 186), after copula d in nominal predication (ABS3), when the noun 
is used as an adverb (ABS9) (Biarnay 1908: 198), after negative existential predi-
cates (ABS7) (Biarnay 1908: 126). 

Unlike other Berber languages, nouns after relational nouns (ANN7) can be 
in the absolute (at amzdar ‘those of the city’, Biarnay 1908: 167) although the 
annexed state is also possible (siouet oumzdar ‘the women of the city’ Biarnay 
1908: 169).

As far as grammatical relations are concerned, Biarnay (1908: 118) explicitly 
states that the subject noun is in the absolute when it follows the verb, a context 
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where most Berber languages have the annexed state. This can be checked in 
texts:

(28) s addu thəžža, tanfusit-ək, yəlla 
 dir side covered_part.ann, right.abs-poss2.sg, sbj3sg.m.be.pfv 
 di-s agəzzu. S addəw ugəzzu yəlla
 dem.loc-3sg toilet.abs dir side toilet.ann sbj3sg.m.be.pfv
 di-s iləmsi. 
 dem.loc-3sg tiny_room.abs
 ‘Beside the covered_part are the toilets. After the toilets there is a tiny 

room’. [Delheure 1988: 54–55]

It is to be noted that other nouns in the absolute can be found before or after the 
verb, with locative interpretation (ABS10): 

(29) An-nẓər ikkəḥ mak tgu taməddurt 
 pot-sbj1pl.see.aor a_little how sbj3sg.f.be.pfv life.abs 
 m-middən i llan taddart n H.
 gen-people.ann rel be.pfv house.abs gen H.
 ‘Let us see how life is for the people who live in H’s house’. 
  [Delheure 1988: 54–55]

4.3 Shawiya (Zenati Berber, Northern Algeria)

Penchoen (1973: 62) gives the following contexts for the annexed state: 

ANN1 – When the noun is subject and placed after the verb (Penchoen 1973: 
62–65)

ANN5 – After prepositions n (‘of’ genitive), i (‘for’ dative), ɣar (‘at’ + animate), 
ɣər (‘to’), am (‘like’), id (‘with’ comitative), zənnəg (‘above’), si (‘from’, ‘among’, 
‘because’, ‘since’).

Texts show that the following prepositions are also followed by nouns in the 
annexed state: di (‘in’), s (‘with’ instrumental), f (‘on’, ‘for’), zzat (‘in front of’), 
sddu (‘under’). 

(30) llant təqsiʕin un-ufθal
 sbj3pl.f.be.pfv dish.ann.pl.f gen-cuscus_preparation.ann
 ənsəçsu  d-isəçsaçən ittwagan
 gen.cuscus.ann assoc-cuscus_dish.ann.pl make.pass.sbjrel.pfv
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 s wuzzal 5
 inst metal.ann
 ‘There are dishes for the preparation of cuscus, and cuscus-dishes made of 

metal’ [Basset 1961: 3]

Some prepositions accept both states: ʒar (‘between’, ‘among’) “indifferently” 
(Penchoen 1973: 72), al (‘until’) “without a difference in value” (Penchoen 1973: 
69). This should be investigated further in order to determine whether there is 
indeed no difference in value, or if the distinction between the two options is 
functional. 

Some prepositions are followed by a noun in the absolute state: qbəl (‘before’); 
mbla (‘without’) (ABS8).

ANN7 – After relational nouns (Penchoen 1973: 24)

Numerals are followed by preposition n, therefore, there is no ANN6, but numeral 
determination is subsumed under ANN5. 

Nouns in adjectival modification are in the absolute state (ABS6) (Penchoen 
1973: 17), and nouns used as temporal adverbs are also in absolute state (ABS9) 
(Penchoen 1973: 137). 

It is to be noted that, as in Wargli and Tahaggart, some nouns in the absolute 
state, unpreceded by prepositions, can be the locative complements of motion 
verbs (Penchoen 1973: 133–134) (ABS10).

(31) awint ilas.nt taεwint n.ɣ iɣz.r 6
 sbj3pl.f.take.aor fleece.abs.pl fountain.abs or brook.abs
 ‘They take the fleeces to the fountain or the brook’ [Penchoen 1973: 134]

5 Synthesis
The overview of the contexts of use of annexed and absolute states in the four 
Berber languages under investigation is summarized in Tables 3 and 4. The two 
tables are not complementary, as the contexts labeled ANN1, ANN2 etc. are not 
the same as the contexts labeled ABS1, ABS2, etc. Rather, contexts involving the 
absolute are all the contexts in Table 3 where the absolute is used and not the 
annexed (this is indicated by the label (ABS) between brackets in the relevant 

5 The transcription of this example has been transposed to IPA.
6 In Penchoen’s transcription, dots stand for schwas.
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cells), plus all the contexts in Table 4 (minus those where the annexed or an-
other construction are used, also indicated between brackets, and minus non- 
applicable criteria, in which case a footnote gives some explanations). 

Table 3: Contexts for the Annexed state 7

ANN1 ANN2 ANN3 ANN4 ANN5 ANN6 ANN7 ANN8

Kabyle + + + + + + + (ABS)
Tahaggart + (ABS) (ABS) (ABS) + + + +
Shawiya + (ABS) (ABS) (ABS)7 + (prep n + 

ANN5)
+ (ABS)

Wargli (ABS) (ABS) (ABS) (ABS) + + variable (ABS)

 ANN1: postverbal noun coreferent to the subject affix; ANN2: postverbal noun coreferent to an 
absolutive pronoun; ANN3: postverbal noun coreferent to a bound pronoun other than subject 
and absolutive; ANN4: argument of a nominal predication, following the predicate; ANN5: 
complement of a series of prepositions; ANN6: after (some) numerals; ANN7: after (some) 
relational morphemes; ANN8: after adjective erk/terk ‘bad’.
  

Table 4: Contexts for the Absolute state8910

ABS1 ABS2 ABS3 ABS4 ABS5 ABS6 ABS7 ABS8 ABS9 ABS10

Kabyle + + + + + + + + + (prep + 
ANN5)8

Tahaggart + + + + + −9 + + + +
Shawiya + + + + + + −10 + + +
Wargli + + + + + + + (ANN) + +

 ABS1: citation form; ABS2: vocative; ABS3: nominal predicate of a non-verbal clause; ABS4: 
direct object of a verb (without coreferent pronoun); ABS5: noun preceding the verb or predicate; 
ABS6: attributive modifier of a preceding noun; ABS7: single argument of a negative existential 
predicate, without coreferent pronoun, and following the predicate; ABS8: complement of a 
series of prepositions; ABS9: adverb; ABS10: locative complement.
  

7 Penchoen states that the single argument of non-verbal predicates in d+noun is always in 
preverbal position, therefore always in the absolute (ABS5) (Penchoen 1973: 83).
8 In some Eastern Kabyle varieties, locative complements in the absolute are encountered. This 
is an interesting dialectal feature which is linked to the continuum between the Kabyle zone and 
the Shawiya zone.
9 Adjectival modification in Tahaggart involves participial forms, not nominal ones.
10 Existential negation is a verbal negation involving verb ili, and introducing its postverbal 
argument as the complement of genitive preposition n (Penchoen 1973: 84–85).
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This brief overview shows that: 
– The state distinction is a configuration that can be very different from one 

Berber language to the other – therefore, its function differs from one lan-
guage to the other, and each system must be analyzed for its own sake before 
generalizations on its role can be proposed; for example, if a Berber language 
such as Wargli generalizes the use of the annexed state after all prepositions, 
then the annexed state is no longer an independent coding means, at least in 
this context, and this has implications for the function of the state distinction 
in the language.

– Given that the use of the distinction at clausal level (ANN1, ANN2, ANN3, and 
ANN4) is limited to some Berber languages only, the state distinction cannot 
be considered primarily as a case system involving such notions as nomina-
tive or accusative, or subject-case vs. object-case.

From the data presented in this paper, and based on other data that could not be 
inserted here for reasons of space, the following implications can be drawn: 
– Berber languages that have the state distinction have it minimally on some 

prepositions, after some numerals, and after some relational nouns.
– If a Berber language uses the state distinction for postverbal subjects, then it 

uses the distinction also after some prepositions, after some numerals, after 
some relational nouns.

– If a Berber language uses the annexed state for postverbal (or post-predicate) 
nouns coreferent with absolutive, kinship or possessive affixes, then it also 
uses it for postverbal subjects.

– The absolute form of the noun is used whenever the annexed form is not 
used, which shows that it is the default form of the noun, not only in Kabyle 
as shown in Mettouchi & Frajzyngier (2013), but in other Berber languages as 
well.

– The annexed state is never used in initial position, or in isolation. This im-
plies that the function of the annexed state is to be analyzed in relation to 
a preceding element or constituent. The precise nature of this function de-
pends on the synchronic configuration of each Berber language under study.

The tables and summaries above leave a number of questions open. Among them 
the diachrony of the state distinction: did the systems expand from a phrasal con-
text to a clausal one? Or was the distinction used in clausal contexts from the 
start? In order to answer this question, it is necessary to include a discussion of 
Berber languages that have lost the state distinction, and to consider the possibil-
ity that the history of the state opposition was not homogeneous and linear, but 
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may have evolved in various ways, for its diffusion as well as for its loss, across 
Berber languages. 

Abbreviations
abs absolute state
absv absolutive bound 

pronominal paradigm
ann annexed state
anaph anaphoric suffix
aor aorist
cop copula
dat dative bound pronominal 

paradigm
dem demonstrative
dist distal
exneg existential negation
f feminine
gen genitive preposition
ipfv imperfective
irr irrealis

kin kinship bound pronominal 
paradigm

m masculine
pfv perfective
pl plural
pot potential particle
pres presentative particle
prox proximal
real realis
rel relative marker
relat relational morpheme
relsbj subject relativization marker
sbj subject bound pronominal 

paradigm
sbjrel subject relativization affix
sg singular
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